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Planned Co-Authored Publications

The following are the planned resear ch publications for months 24 to 27 inclusive of the S-Cube
Network of Excellence. For each public ation this section reports the S-Cube work package f or which
the research was undertaken, other work packages, tasks an deliverables that the work also relates to,
and the institutions of the co-authors of the publi cation. The planned publications represent research
outputs in a wide range of states of preparation, from ongoing r esearch that will lead to a resear ch
output, through to a publication accep ted to be published but not yet published. This diversity is
reflected in the planned publications – so me have clear titles and author lists, whilst others are simple
descriptions of early collaborative research outcomes.
The collaborations undert aken to complete these p ublications have been a nd will continue to be
carried out using different methods, ranging from student visits through the S-Cube mobility program,
conference calls, S-Cube meetings, meetings at conferences and workshops, etc. and contribut e to the
integration of each partner’s research agenda.
The remainder of this section reports the planne d research publications by activity , and b y work
package with activity, starting with work package JRA1.1.

1.1

JRA-1: Engineering & Adaptati on Methodologies for
Service-based Applications

During the last 4-m onth period the consor tium has been plann ing the prod uction of 25 research
publications in JRA-1. At the end of
month M27, 3 of the 2 5 planned p ublications have been
published and a fourth has been accepted for publication.

1.1.1

WP-JRA-1.1: Engineering Principles, Techniques & Methodologies
for Hybrid, Service-based Applications

WP-JRA-1.1 will integrate design and discipline know ledge from the related fields that im pact on
engineering of service-based applications. The work package has three individual tasks to coordinat e
design knowledge about software-based sy stems (T-JRA-1.1.1), codify human-computer interaction
(HCI) discipline knowledg e relevant to service-base d application engineering (T-JRA-1.1.2) and to
codify contextual discipline knowledg e relevant to service-based application engineering (T-JRA1.1.3).
The consortium is planning 10 research publications in JRA1.1. Of these 10, 6 are still in progress
from the previous period, 1 has been su bmitted and is pending the review decision, 3 were subm itted
but rejected from their target journals and conf erences, and no new co-authored publicat ions were
planned. Furthermore USTUTT, UniDue, Lero@UL, and Tilbu rg have had preliminary discussions
(Polimi is planned to participate in the future) with the intention to work on a unified life cycle of
SBAs aligned with the exis ting life cycles on all functional levels in S-Cube. A paper with the results
is planned that will contribute to both WP-JRA-1.1 and WP-JRA-2.2.
Collaborators
TILBURG
UCBL

Description
Service evolution is the continuous process of service development
through a series of consistent and unambiguous changes, and focuses
on shallow changes, i.e. changes that do not affect their context and
therefore do not require the adaptation of the interacting with the
service parties. This publication will formalize aspects of service
description and demonstrate how the principles and best practices of
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software evolution apply to them. A series of publications have
already been produced and more have been planned for submission in
the immediate future, starting with the ICSOC conference and the
IEEE TSE journal.
LERO@UL
VUA

The collaboration will focus on how to take software process quality
into account when developing services. This work will investigate the
gaps that currently exist between software process quality (focusing
particularly on the maintenance of the software product) and the
adaptability of services software (as shown in the S-Cube life-cycle
left-hand side in deliverable CD-IA-3.1.1). A software process model
will be devloped for the services maintenance cycle based on the gap
analysis.

CD-JRA-1.1.4

Paper submitted
to Journal of
Software
Maintenance and
Evolution:
Research &
Practice (March
2010)

FBK
LERO@UL

Identification and presentation of the challenges in defining
appropriate quality models for SBA engineering. Some preliminary
work was already initiated during the work on the integrated research
framework (IA-3.1).

IA-3.1

Still in progress

While various researchers have proposed services lifecycles for the
development of adaptable service-based applications, none appear to
incorporate key activities such as project management, requirements
management or configuration management; they are thus not able to
meet any of the state-of-art process quality models. Therefore it is
crucial to meet those standards by implementing quality processes
within the SBA development lifecycle.
POLIMI
UOC

KPI improvement in Agile Service Networks. This is work towards
challenge number 5 in the vision paper and will result in a research
thesis of a PhD student from POLIMI. This research is based on the
idea of analyzing existing networks in the literature to derive patterns
for KPI improvement that can then be applied to concrete situation. A
research visit is planned to take place by December 2009 to finalize
this activity.

None

Still in progress

POLIMI
VUA

Analysis of the impact of service-specific aspects on the life cycle of
SBAs and on identifying proper viewpoints for the design of adaptable
service-based applications. Such viewpoints serve as guidelines to
support designers in the development process.

None

Still in progress

POLIMI
CITY

Service-based applications start to be preferred by organizations since
they are able to offer complex functionalities by guaranteeing
interoperability and flexibility. However, the design of such
applications is not a trivial task since developers have to guarantee the
alignment between the designed business process and the available
services. In fact, these applications are executed by composing and
invoking a number of available web services, which are often not
under the control of systems developers. Services are simply exploited
to obtain a specific functionality and they can be unavailable or change
without notice. At the same time, any change in business processes
will also cause a conflict between the business process and its
supporting services. All the unforeseen changes might cause critical
failures in the service discovery phase. In this paper, which will be
submitted to the MONA'2009 workshop, we propose a framework that
supports the alignment between the design of the process and the
available knowledge about services in order to support the design of
adaptive service-based applications and improve their dependability.

None

Rejected from
MONA’2009, to
be resubmitted to
a new location

LERO@UL
CITY

End-users often communicate their needs and wishes using natural
language. These statements are then used as input to start requirements

T-JRA-1.1.5

Still in progress
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elicitation and negotiation supported by requirements analysts.
Although this approach allows overcoming several issues regarding
natural language requirements descriptions (e.g., ambiguity,
incompletes) it does not allow to react immediately on end-user needs
in terms of software provision. Furthermore this time and resource
intense approach often does not allow tailoring software to particular
needs of individual stakeholders. This paper presents initial ideas
towards using codified context knowledge to help elicit more
contextual requirements, with the goal of configuring a serviceoriented software systems without the help of analysts and software
engineers. Our approach tries to bridge software product lines and
requirements engineering to come up with a better understanding of
the users' needs.
LERO@UL

Service-Oriented Development Processes: A Systematic Literature
Review - The objective of this study is to systematically identify,
review and evaluate existing service-oriented development processes
and methods for building Service Based Applications (SBAs). This
will provide a useful starting point for any further research in the area.
In order to achieve this objective a Systematic Literature Review
(SLR) of the existing software engineering literature is conducted.

JRA-1.1

Still in progress

Lero@UL
CITY

Altio Case Study - This case study involved qualitative research,
where key individuals within a service company were interviewed.
The company involved were service providers and consumers as well
as providers of other types of software systems. The case study was
carried out jointly by the S-Cube partners listed. The aim of the case
study was to interview individuals from varying roles through the
company. In total there were three interviews with employees from the
following roles: The Company’s Chief Technology Officer (CTO), A
Project Manager and a software Developer. We expect to enhance this
case study work with a further case study and to publish our results.

JRA-1.1

Paper submitted
to Model-driven
product
engineering
(MDPLE 2010)
workshop (at 6th
European
Conference on
Modeling
Foundations and
Applications,
ECMFA 2010)
but was rejected.
Re-submission
planned.

CITY
UNIDUE

Using Scenarios to Discover Requirements for Service-Based
Applications, submitted to REFSQ’2010

CD-JRA-1.1.4

Rejected, but to
resubmit to
SOCCER’2010
workshop held in
September 2010

Abstract. [Context and motivation] The deployment of service-based
systems that can react to different usage contexts is increasing. Whilst
the development of such systems has been the subject of considerable
research, the challenges of discovering and specifying requirements on
such systems have not been suffi-ciently addressed.
[Question/problem] The paper reports an investigation of contextaware requirements discovery and specification. It explores whether
ex-isting models of context-awareness can be applied to improve
requirements specification. [Principal ideas/results] The paper reports
an extension of the ART-SCENE scenario walkthrough environment
with knowledge about ab-normal behaviours and states associated with
service-centric and context-aware systems and their use.
[Contribution] Results demonstrate how knowledge about context and
service-centric systems can be codified in a requirements dis-covery
tool, and the utility of this knowledge in the requirements process.
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1.1.2

WP-JRA-1.2: Adaptation & Monitoring Principles, Techniques &
Methodologies for Service-based Applications

This workpackage will define principles and techniques for the cross-lay er monitoring and adaption of
service-based applications. It is split int o three tasks that analyze existing adaptation and m onitoring
principles, techniques and methodologies, their in tegration and the emerging area of co ntextual
monitoring. The consortium is planning 8 research publications in JRA1.2. Of t hese 8 publications, 7
are still in progress fro m the previous period and 1 has been accepted for publication. No new coauthored publications were planned.
Collaborators

Description

Also Relates or
contributes to

Status

FBK
POLIMI

A comparison of different approaches to monitoring and adaptation
from a holistic point of view, aiming at their integration in a coherent
whole.

None

Still in progress

FBK
POLIMI

This work will develop new design principles to target the design of
applications capable of adaptation and which can be monitored. This
work will investigate the approaches and methodologies for defining,
specifying and realizing built-in adaptation. This includes the
description in appropriate notations of foreseen and prescribed
adaptation at design time, which at deployment-time the underlying
framework transforms these adaptation specifications in executable
code that already includes the necessary facilities for detecting
problems and reacting to them. The consolidation of contributions
will enable an SBA-specific view on the problem of monitoring and
adaptation within the design principles of traditional software
systems.

T-JRA-1.2.1
T-JRA-1.2.3

Still in progress

INRIA
UNIDUE

The objective of this work is to investigate how live-model evolution
(using INRIA’s models@runtime) can be useful for incremental
runtime testing. The idea is to trace the SBS evolution with
models@runtime and detect the runtime tests that must be replayed.
This line of work will help to validate SBS after or – in the context of
pro-active adaptation – even before an adaptation is triggered.

None

Still in progress

FBK
CNR

This work is motivated by the strong expertise of the CNR in Data
Mining & Information Retrieval and will focus on process monitoring
to extract information useful for adaptation and monitoring principles
and methodologies. FBK and CNR envision the application of
classification techniques to highlight any deviation from the “normal”
operating path. This technique has the potential to highlight
emergency situations as soon as possible, meaning a shorter time to
problem resolution. The results of this investigation will be published
in major data mining conferences and journals, such as VLDB or
IEEE Transactions on Knowledge & Data Engineering.

None

Still in progress

TILBURG
TUW

These partners will work on evaluating the impact of the evolution of
services in the context of service networks. More specifically, the
issue of monitoring the performance of various service versions from
the provider's portfolio in a service network, measured by its
popularity and use, will be investigated as the driver for deciding
whether to adapt, replace or decommission a service version or even
the service itself. This publication was a workshop submission to the
Joint ICSOC-ServiceWave 2009 conference.

CD-JRA-1.2.4

Still in progress

FBK
UNIDUE

Monitoring techniques will be augmented with formal verification
techniques. The approach explicitly encodes assumptions that the

None

Still in progress
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constituent services of an SBA will perform as expected (context
assumption). Based on those assumptions, formal verification is used
to assess whether the SBA requirements are satisfied and whether a
violation of those assumptions during run-time leads to a violation of
the SBA requirements.
FBK
POLIMI

This work is to design of the novel principles for the realization of
architectures supporting an integrated monitoring framework. First
steps have already been made: an integrated monitoring framework
for BPEL monitoring was defined and presented in two
ServiceWave’08 and ICWS’09 papers. However, the framework
requires new design principles and new monitoring architectures, in
particular for targeting advanced challenges such as cross-layer
monitoring and distributed monitoring. This publication will describe
these new principles.

None

Still in progress

UNIDUE,
FBK

The publication will be based on previous work concerning context
assumptions and formal verification. Both are used to assess whether
the SBA requirements are satisfied and whether a violation of those
assumptions during run-time leads to a violation of the SBA
requirements. This work will set out to understand how to formalize
context assumptions and (adaptation) requirements such that they can
serve as input to verification engines. The aim of this publication is
also to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach using a
prototypical implementation using existing technology.

JRA-1.1
JRA-1.3

Published @
SOAP@SAC

1.1.3

WP-JRA-1.3: End-to-End Quality Provision & SLA Conformance

This workpackage aim s to define th e principles, techniques and m ethodologies for specify ing,
negotiating and assuring end-to-end quality provision and SLA conformance. It will do thi s through
defining the interfaces and interrelationships between the functional la yers (i.e., between service
infrastructure, service composition and co-ordination and business process management). This work is
split into three tasks: T -JRA-1.3.1 will produ ce a quality reference model for service-based
applications whilst tasks T-JRA-1.3.2 and 1.3.3 devise and ens ure the principles, techniques and
methodologies for specify ing and negotiating end-to-end quality requirements and quality aspects of
SLAs. The consortium has planned 7 research publications in JRA1.3 for the last 4- month period. Of
these 7 publi cations, 2 ar e still in progress from the previous period, 2 has been published, 1 was
submitted but rejected from the target journal or conference, and 2 new co-authored publications were
planned.
Collaborators

Description

Also Relates or
contributes to

Status

USTUTT
POLIMI

These partners are collaborat ing with the objective of investigating
methods of analyzing key performance indicators (KPI) under
uncertainty or incomplete data. The planned work will contribute to
topics relevant across the tasks of this workpackage.

WP-JRA-2.2

Rejected but to
be resubmitted
to another
location

TUW
USTUTT

In this collaboration means for predicting SLA violations at runtime
(i.e., before the violations have actually happened) are investigated.
This is done by analyzing patterns in historical data using Machine
Learning techniques such as Neural Networks. In the middle term the
goal is to actively use these predictions to automatically or semiautomatically prevent violations by adapting the composition for
compromised instances.

JRA-1.3
JRA-2.2
JRA-2.3

Published

UCBL

This work has the objective of aligning semantic service descriptions

WP-JRA-1.3

Still in progress
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POLIMI

and descriptions of th eir quality of service. The aim is to use these
descriptions to enhance matchmaking algorithms so t hat semantic
and quality requirements can be si multaneously taken into account
and fulfilled as much as possible.

WP-JRA-2.2

TILBURG
CITY
UCBL

This collaboration will in vestigate pre-emptive SLA n egotiation.
Pre-emptive SLA negotiation has the objective of assuring SLAs are
met through the cancellation or re-negotiation of an SLA when it
becomes clear th e existing SLA will not be met. This research will
exploit the strengths of each institution to integrating monitoring
techniques, negotiation protocols and negotiation strategies: City are
developing monitoring software that can pre dict with certain
probability that a negotiation is needed because a set of events have
been received that indicate the cu rrent SLA will not be met, UCBL
will provide algorithms that will steer th e negotiation or renegotiation protocol to an out come that is beneficial to a part y
implementing the algorithm and Tilburg have developed negotiation
and re-negotiation protocols. The results of this collaboration will be
to integrate these three pieces of research and publish principles and
methodologies, as wel l as expe riences when providing pro-active
SLA adaptation.

None

Still in progress

UNIDUE,
CNR
POLIMI

Based on initial concepts for using online testing to predict the need
for the adaptation of a SBS, th is collaboration will set out to
investigate the use o f data mining techniques to ensure that proactive adaptations will be performed with high confidence. The aim
is to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach using an application
scenario (workflow) from the eGov domain.

JRA-1.2

Published at
SEAMS (as
individual
paper), Joint
follow up
papers planned

UNIDUE
FBK, USTUTT

When building adaptive applications that address two or m ore
adaptation goals (such as perfective or corrective adaptation),
precautions must be taken to ensure that the interplay and the
interactions between the different types of adaptations are
considered. This co llaboration has set ou t to define a framewo rk to
integrate and alig n perfective and corrective adaptations, while
addressing the problems raised by the interactions between different
kinds of ad aptation. The applicability is illustrated by a scen ario
from the telecommunication domain.

JRA-1.1
JRA-1.2

To be published
as book chapter
in forthcoming
IoS Book
(edited by
Schahram)

Lero@UL,
USTUTT

CMMI Based Configuration Management Framework to Manage the
Quality of Service Based Applications

JRA-1.3

A new proposed
publication

Service Based Applications (SBAs) have highlighted new challenges
related to Configuration Management (CM) wh ich is an important
process for the assurance of end to end quality in software systems.
As far as th e quality of SB As is concerned, configuration
management remains an iss ue because of the loosely c oupled and
adaptive nature of the corresponding applications. A s mart
configuration management approach will allow organizations to
make their IT resou rces more reliable and to utilize them to their
maximum. In this paper, we propose a service-based configuration
management framework based on SEI CMMI-SVC which
contributes to the S-Cube life cycle. Implementing this approach will
allow organizations to effectively manage the configurations of their
SBAs
POLIMI, UCBL,
VUT, UPM,
SZTAKI,
TILBURG

The goal is to compare the approaches to QoS description nowadays
presented in th e literature, where several models and meta-models
are included. Our survey is done by inspecting the characteristics of
the available a pproaches, to reveal which a re the cons olidated ones
and to discuss which are the ones s pecif c to given aspects, and t o
External Final Version, Dated June 15, 2010
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analyze where the need for further research and investigation is. The
approaches here illustrated have been selected based on a systematic
review of conference proceedings and journals spanning various
research areas in Computer Science and Engineering including:
Distributed, Information, and Tel ecommunication Systems,
Networks and Security, and Service-Oriented and Grid Computing.

1.2

JRA-2: Realization Mechanisms for Service-based Systems

During the last 4-m onth period the consor tium has been plann ing the prod uction of 23 research
publications in JRA-2. At the end of
month M27, 3 of the 2 3 planned p ublications have been
published.

1.2.1

WP-JRA-2.1: Business Process Management (BPM)

The principle objective of WP-JRA-2.1 is to scru tinize and develop fundamental new co ncepts to
drive service im plementation from business models relating to software service providers and
telecommunication service providers. The work is split into two tasks: devel oping requirements for
services in Agile Service Networks (T- JRA-2.1.1) and producing a model on which to base business
transactions (T-JRA-2.1.2). The consortium is planning 4 research publications in JRA2.1, and all are
still in progress from the last reporting period.
Collaborators

Description

Also Relates or
contributes to

Status

TILBURG
UPM

These partners are collaborating in the research on conformance
and replaceability analysis of business protocols and
choreographies. Business protocols describe the messaging
behavior of participants into conversations, i.e. multiple correlated
message exchanges, related by sequencing and time constraints,
which take place among multiple participants. Conversations can be
specified using choreographies in which each participant plays a
role. Replaceability analysis for business protocols evaluates to
which extent the modification in messaging behavior of one
participant will affect the interoperability with the others.
Conformance analysis studies to which extent the business protocol
exposed by a participant matches the role it plays in a
choreography. The envisioned contribution is a theory for
conformance and replaceability analysis that is general enough to
apply to multi-party conversations that explicitly model time
constraints (e.g. “this message exchange must happen within 4
hours since the last one”) and to abstract from any particular
specification language or notation for choreographies and business
protocols. The intended target for publication is ICSOC 2009
(deadline mid June, publication in late November), possibly
followed by a journal paper (the target journal has not been
identified yet) by the end of 2009.

CD-JRA-2.1.3

Still in progress

LERO@UL
TILBURG

This research sets out to address the significant gap in our ability to
measure and monitor the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) across
virtual organisations. This research will demonstrate how social
network analysis (SNA) can provide us with the methodology to
monitor agile service networks (ASN) across virtual organisations.
This is of increasing importance as more businesses outsource
many business processes and tailor collaborative networking
strategies, therefore creating virtual networks structures. As
competitive pressures increase, many organisations must now be in
a position to report the ‘true value’ of adopting these strategies. The
research explores how it can monitor service interaction and the

JRA-2.1

Still in progress
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value of process relationships and their contribution to
organisational strategies. Reporting on such strategies allows
managers to identify the network strengths, weakness,
opportunities, and threats across many dimensions such as
structural, functional, and behavioural. This research is largely
concerned with Business Process Management (BPM) within a
virtual environment which explores methods to ‘deploy, monitor,
and continuously update cross-enterprise functions within a mixed
environment of people, content, and systems’. The overall objective
of this research is to develop a framework which borrows
extensively from SNA theory to extend our ability to measure and
monitor KPIs within IT-enabled business processes. It is anticipated
that the results of such analysis will allow us to clearly prescribe
strategic direction for management decision making activities and
offer methods to exploit network structuring and prediction within
ASN.
TILBURG
UPM

This work has the objective of developing a framework and tools to
accurately describe the causes of an incorrect implementation of
high-level protocols. This work will produce a framework for the
`black-box' testing of services based on a formal specification of
the protocol the service supports by exploring the state space of the
protocol and converting these sequences into testable, repeatable
message exchanges. Initially the framework will be used to test
services implementing protocols for the negotiation of SLAs, but
the tools, methodologies and principles will be generalised to be
applicable to other protocols. Additionally, and since the testing is
performed on an actual implementation, the developed techniques
can be used to ensure that fragmentation / splitting on existing
(possibly verified) compositions are still compliant with their
specifications.

CD-JRA-2.1.5

Still in progress

UCBL
TILBURG

The monitoring and analysis of web service executions allows the
verification of service properties. This work will specify monitoring
expressions and extract the relevant information from these
expressions to perform monitoring. This is not an easy task when
the processes are specified in BPEL, however. In this work the
partners will design a monitoring approach that makes use of
business protocols as an abstraction of business processes specified
by means of BPEL. High-level queries are expressed against this
abstraction and then translated into SQL queries that are evaluated
against a database that stores the execution traces of the services. A
publication has already been produced and more have been planned
for submission in the immediate future.

None

Still in progress

1.2.2

WP-JRA-2.2: Adaptable Coordinated Service Compositions

WP-JRA-2.2 has the objective of investigatin
g various aspects of service co
mposition and
coordination to provide the mechanisms and t echnological underpinnings for adaptable, serviceenabled business processes in multiple domains. This is performed in t asks that will create
mechanisms for business process support in terms of coordinated service com positions and their
technical realization (T-JRA-2.2.1) and identifica tion of requirements toward s the mechan isms and
techniques enabling self-configuring, adaptable and dy namic service compositions as well as
specification of foundations for technological support for such systems (T-JRA-2.2.2). The consortium
is planning 14 research publications in JRA2.2. Of these 14 publi cations, 9 are still in progress from
the previous reporting period, 2 have been submitted and are pending the review decision, 2 have been
accepted for publication, none have been rejected fr om their targ et journals and conferences, and 1
new co-authored publication has been planned.
External Final Version, Dated June 15, 2010
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Collaborators

Description

Also Relates or
contributes to

Status

TILBURG
USTUTT

These partners have collaborated to define initial business
transaction concepts and mechanisms and mapping these into
business processes, business process fragments and relevant QoS
criteria as well as conditions stipulated in end-to-end SLAs. The
partners plan to publish this material to a journal before the end of
this year.

CD-JRA-2.2.3

Still in progress

USTUTT
UniHH

Partners will work on the mapping of business transaction concepts
to service orchestration and service infrastructure.

CD-JRA-2.1.5

Still in progress

TILBURG
UPM

The work relies on automatically generating orchestrations out of
choreographies via projections in such a way that both the time
constraints and the observable behavior of the system are respected.
These are useful to derive conformance conditions that can be used
to decide whether a partner can be replaced by another, which is
one of the necessary conditions for seamless out/insourcing.

None

Still in progress

UPM
USTUTT

Partners will work on applying data-aware analysis for inferring
KPI and QoS properties of service compositions.

CD-JRA-2.2.4

Still in progress

UPM
POLIMI

This collaboration aims to align semantic service descriptions and
descriptions of their quality of service. This is of interest to JRA2.2 as semantic-based matchmaking will be enriched with QoSbased requirements.

None

Still in progress

These partners will perform further collaboration to understand and
exploit the dependencies between requirements engineering, quality
assurance (i.e., testing and monitoring) and service compositions
for adaptive service-based systems.

None

To be published
as book chapter
in forthcoming
IoS Book (edited
by Schahram)

UNIDUE
FBK

Initial work has been published as a workshop paper at MONA+
2008, and the refinement and improvement of the approach will be
published as part of a forthcoming Springer book on “Service
Engineering”, edited by S. Dustdar as part of the SSAI&E
activities.
UCBL
UPM

This work has the purpose of developing formal models for
QoS/SLA-aware service compositions. The requirements for such
models are twofold: they must be sufficiently expressive to describe
a wide class of service compositions and QoS attributes, whilst
being sufficiently constrained to ensure that standard reasoning
tasks on such models are, at least in common cases, decidable and
reasonably efficient. Moreover they target the use of soft
constraints for QoS modeling. Soft constraints can be used for
avoiding failures to discover good-enough solutions with minimal
penalty when it is not guaranteed that solutions that satisfy all
constraints.

None

Still in progress

UCBL
USTUTT

The fragmentation of a Web service composition partitions the
composition model (into fragments) that can be manipulated by
multiple execution engines. These partners are working together on
dynamic fragmentation and developing algorithms and techniques
for splitting and merging service compositions in a dynamic
manner. For this, they plan to use existing techniques developed for

CD-JRA-2.2.3

Still in progress
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workflow fragmentation, process mining and fragmented graphs.
TUW
UPM

TUW has ongoing joint work with UPM in the area of modeling
and analyzing QoS-aware service-oriented systems, in particular
with regards to service choreographies and orchestrations. The goal
is to devise a general approach to provide "what if" simulations
with respect to the global QoS of a system and, in particular also
for local partner orchestrations. This simulation will allow
determining what QoS is required from each partner and also what
can happen if the QoS of a specific partner decreases or partners
have to be replaced by other partner services etc. The simulation is
performed using choreography models that are transformed into
timed-automaton annotated with QoS and timing information. As a
medium term goal, the collaborating parties also plan to analyze
existing systems by using a bottom up approach that semiautomatically derives choreographies and automatically annotates
them with real-time QoS information retrieved from historical
monitoring information. The collaboration was established during a
visit of UPM (Irena Trajkovska) at the TUW and will be fostered
by another visit of Florian Rosenberg (TUW) at UPM as part of the
mobility program. Currently, the joint work is performed through email and telcos. A paper is in preparation for ICSOC 2009 (or a
closely related venue) and a further paper after the summer/autumn.

USTUTT
TUW

Collaboration between TUW and USTUTT on monitoring and
dependency analysis of KPIs in service compositions is currently
ongoing and a first paper has been published to the EDOC 2009
conference. They plan to extend that approach towards KPI-based
adaptation of compositions based on prediction techniques.

USTUTT
FBK

This is a collaboration in the area of adaptation of QoS-aware
service compositions. A first paper has been published at MONA+
2009. The work will be continued.

TUW
POLIMI

TUW is working with Polimi on HPS (Human Provided Service)
and Web service mashups. The goal of the collaboration is to create
a lightweight mashup description with regard to QoS and context
information and to integrate these it into executable BPEL
processes. The collaboration has been established between the
partners through S-Cube meetings at Amsterdam and Lyon and the
consequent interaction through telcos and e-mails. A submission is
planned to ICSOC 2009 and a follow up paper is planned for
summer / autumn 2009.

CD-JRA-1.3.2
CD-JRA-2.2.2/4

Still in progress

USTUTT
FBK

Title: Adaptation of Service-Based Applications Based on Process
Quality Factor Analysis

None

Published

CD-JRA-2.2.4
CD-JRA-2.2.5

Submitted to
ER-2010,
awaiting review

CD-JRA-2.2.4

Submitted, still
waiting for
decision

Still in progress

When service-based applications implement business processes, it
is important to monitor their performance in terms of Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs). If monitoring results show that the
KPIs do not reach target values, the influential factors have to be
analyzed and corresponding adaptation actions have to be taken. In
this paper we present a novel adaptation approach for service-based
applications (SBAs) based on a process quality factor analysis.
This approach uses decision trees for showing the dependencies of
KPIs on process quality factors from different functional levels of
an SBA. We extend the monitoring and analysis approach and show
how the analysis results may be used to come up with an adaptation
strategy leading to an SBA that satisfies KPI values. The approach
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includes creation of a model which associates adaptation actions to
process quality metrics, extraction of adaptation requirements based
on analysis results, and identification of an adaptation strategy
which can consist of several adaptation actions on different
functional levels of an SBA.
UPM TUW

1.2.3

This work will concentrate on automatic derivation of dynamic,
continuous-time QoS / resource consumption models for service
compositions. Based on the preliminary results, this work will aim
at (a) validation of the continuous-time models against the
workflow modeling formalisms, and (b) automated derivation of
the continuous-time model from executable workflow
specifications. On that basis, the work will also aim at deriving
dynamic QoS properties of the modeled service compositions.

A new proposed
publication

WP-JRA-2.3: Self-* Service Infrastructure and Service Discovery
Support

WP-JRA-2.3 will define policies, monitoring and redeployment techniques, for adaptive and selfhealing services, specify and develop registry support for service metadata, QoS attributes, service
composition, and federation of service registries a nd provide service ranking information on the basis
of historical usage information. Work is structured in two tasks, to develop infrastructure mechanisms
for the run-time adaptatio n of services (T-JRA-2.3.1) and in service registrati on and search (T-JRA2.3.2). The consortium is planning 5 research publications in JR A2.3. Of these 5 publications, 2 are
still in progress from the previous reporting period, 1 has been accepted for publication, 2 have been
rejected from their target j ournals and conferences, and no new co-authored publications have bee n
planned.

Collaborators

Description

Also Relates or
contributes to

Status

CNR
TUW

CNR will work with TUW on exploiting information about how
users interact with the infrastructure and in particular how users
implicitly define business processes through the infrastructure itself.
Some preliminary work has been already carried out by CNR itself
on logs coming not from service-based infrastructures but from
search engines. The aim for is to publish papers in relevant IR and
DM conferences and journals such as VLDB and ACM TWEB.

None

Still in progress

CNR
TUW
CNR
INRIA
SZTAKI

It is particularly important that for the infrastructure supports the
self-* (i.e. self-organization, self-adaptiveness, self-management,
self-monitoring, self-tuning, self-repair, self-configuration, etc.)
execution of services and business processes. CNR has a strong
expertise on this area and will work together with the other partners
listed to definite novel self-* methodologies for service-based
infrastructures. Work to develop autonomic computing techniques
and bio-inspired algorithms for self-* will be performed.

None

Still in progress

CNR
SZTAKI

These partners will continue the work together to develop natureinspired algorithms for self-adaptation. Self-adaptive systems change
with requirements and environments, and provide dependability,
robustness and availability with minimal human interaction. The aim
of this joint effort is to devise algorithms that, through the use of
paradigms inspired by nature, will enable the adaptation of services
in different contexts. Current efforts are aimed at service selection

CD-JRA-2.3.6

Accepted for
publication at
ICAC SOAR
2010
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based on non-functional properties in a chemical paradigm.
CNR
SZTAKI

These partners will continue the work together to develop natureinspired algorithms for self-adaptation. Self-adaptive systems change
with requirements and environments, and provide dependability,
robustness and availability with minimal human interaction. The aim
of this joint effort is to devise algorithms that, through the use of
paradigms inspired by nature, will enable the adaptation of services
in different contexts. Current efforts are aimed at service selection
based on non-functional properties in a chemical paradigm.

CD-JRA-2.3.6

Rejected from
Europar 2010,
but to be
submitted to
new location

SZTAKI
INRIA

SZTAKI and INRIA will collaborate on nature inspired algorithms
in self-* services. The aim of this work is to investigate how certain
nature inspired models (e.g., “chemical computing”) can be applied
for some aspects of self-* service features. This activity is more
focused on the chemical programming itself and its aspects (i.e.
methodology) than its actual applications. In this sense it is a
complementary to the CNR+SZTAKI cooperation

CD-JRA-2.3.6

Rejected from
Europar 2010
Conference – to
be resubmitted
to another
location

1.3

Other Co-authored Publications

Furthermore, some publications are difficult to report under one activity or work package because they
report research undertaken globally within the consortium. One such paper is planned in the next 6month period.
MOST S-CUBE
MEMBERS

2

Description of the S-Cube research framework and of the longer
term research challenges pursued in S-Cube.

Overall S-Cube
Research
Strategy

To be published
as book chapter
in forthcoming
S-Cube Book

Conclusions

To conclude, this short deliverable reported planned publications for the next 9-month period in the
project, until M36. It also reports publication successes from co-authored publications planned in the
last period. The deliverable reveals the long-term planning associated with co-authored publications in
the network, which is expected to yield a higher number of co-authored outputs in years 3 and 4 of the
project.
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